
~The Seed of Life ~ The Union of Divine Feminine & Divine Masculine~

   The Divine Masculine comes into the life of the Divine Feminine to bless her. And often 
opens doors for her in ways she is unable to do on her own. This is free from meaning she is 
weak and is unable to do so on her own. Nor does it mean such for the man either of 
weakness. For we both men and women have in balance of Oneness both Divine Feminine 
and Divine Masculine within and are capable of doing such on our own in co~creation and 
balance with the Master Artist of the universe. This is one vibrational means of creating or 
rather transforming energy on this earth as technically nothing is ever really created this is an 
earthly word we use. Creation is really energy which is infinite that is free from ever dying 
nor giving birth it is just simply energy, being transformed into another infinite essence and 
we call this creation or giving birth or giving birth to creation and the like. And in some ways 
this can be very successful. Yet it is free from being the only means of creation, co~creation, 
transforming energy. For while we can be successful on our own whole, perfect, complete, 
and beautiful simply as we are in Divine Masculine and Divine Feminine balance, we can 
only go so far on our own. It is through the means of the dance of union in which magic truly 
occurs.
   The other means by which we create is within the dance of Sacred Union on the Sacred Path
of life on this earth, within experiencing the duality in the oneness, the oneness in the duality,
our earthly ways of being are for the Divine Masculine to bless the Divine Feminine with 
their seed of life of the Sun they are and then in turn as the Divine Feminine takes that seed 
and creates life with such. It is just like when the Divine Masculine gives the Divine Feminine 
the seed of life of his seed when the Divine Feminine is then with child as she then creates 
from the seed a new life. That is the one way within pro~creation which benefits all of 
bringing forth physical human form. And yet another way is through creative projects, art, 
music, and many other infinite ways of bringing forth this energy which through co~creation 
rather than pro~creation we then benefit all in another way.
   As the Divine Feminine when she is fully in her goddess of the Divine Feminine she is then 
beautiful radiance, the curves of the river of love and the Sea of love as one, she is free from 
being linear she is multi~dimensional within her intuitive gifts of the heart which is the heart 
of Source itself. She is flow, creative and co~creative energy, that which is the receiver of the 
light from the Sun of the Divine Masculine and his seed and then brings life forth from the 
Sun through the alchemical process of transforming energy into form. 
   Thus, the Divine Masculine are to be in service to the Divine Feminine. Free from being 
servants in the ways of being a slave. Rather, in the servant role of blessing the Divine 
Feminine in giving such a seed of creation. In blessing the Divine Feminine he is to uplift her 
into her goddess by seeing her as such goddess which then brings forth her infinite 
possibilities and potentials into fruition. To bring life to her, to breathe life into her so with 
the breathe of life he gives her that her Divine Feminine flow is maximised and the fullness of
her Divinity in Divine Feminine energy is realised. As the Divine Masculine honours, blesses, 
supports, uplifts, nurtures, and serves the Divine Feminine in this way all of life is then 
blessed. For the Divine Masculine this starts with his connection, union, and relating or 
relationship with the Divine Feminine of the earth and of the cosmos and then within him 
and then to all the Divine Feminine as in essence all is the Divine Feminine. 



   When the Divine Masculine comes to the Divine Feminine, her task is to be free from 
rejecting him. For the greatest joy to a man is to be able to give to the Divine Feminine and 
she in turn in her greatest joy is to receive him and his gifts to her in honour and reverence 
thereby honouring him and his divinity as he honours her in her divinity; and then utilise 
such in appreciation and gratitude to give birth to new creations. As the Divine Feminine 
steps fully into her goddess, the Divine Masculine can then see you and your light of love and
as the moth is to the flame so too will the Divine Masculine come forth fully stepping into 
their role of blessing you in service. For the Divine Masculine is wired in consciousness to be 
in service to the Divine Feminine as described above. For those who are in union/relationship
with a Divine Masculine man, please be at ease knowing that just because the man in your life
is admiring the light of love in another Divine Feminine is free from meaning that he is going 
to sleep with her. It is simply because he is wired in consciousness to be such as described 
above. And when you are fully insecure or secure with in, in security within yourself/your 
soul and also within your union/relationship, you will then be fully ok knowing this. 
   And Divine Masculine, just because you honour the Divine Feminine it is free from 
meaning that you are to give way to your primal sexual urges in every moment. Rather you 
are invited to savour that divine sacredness of tantra with the one woman who truly calls to 
your heart in union and yet use the sexual energies within you as the awakened Divine 
Masculine man of consciousness you are and channel it into creations of your seed as written 
above in blessing the Divine Feminine. For neither the Divine Feminine nor Divine Masculine
is to abandon such sensual and sexual urges, they are to be utilised in balance, honour, and 
reverence. 
   As both the Divine Feminine and Divine Masculine dance the Sacred Dance of union in this 
way, all of humanity, earth, and the cosmos are blessed. For this is what nature does in 
perfect interconnection balance, wholeness, integration and is who we are to be in creating 
infinite circles upon circles of Love.
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